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Abstract
In Part 1, we consider models of network industries where compatibility is a

strategic variable.
Then in Part 2, we look at models of flow in networks, and the Braess Paradox.
In Part 3, we discuss some examples of graphs and how they are used.
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A Brief History of Compatibility in Computers

• The earliest computers were one-of-a-kind, custom built for one customer.
– An interesting example of early mass production were the code breaking

machines (partly mechanical and partly electric) used by the U.S. Navy
to break the “Enigma” code used by German submarines in WWII.

• In the late 1950s, IBM strategists realized that there was a large market for
electronic computers, and determined to capture it with the design of
System/360 and the companion software OS/360.
– The head of Univac Co. which made the first digital computer thought

the world would never need more than 100 computers.
– System/360 was a family of CPUs, memory banks, mass storage, and

other peripherals that could be matched in different ways: a fast CPU
with small memory and storage for mathematical computations, or a
slower CPU with fast I/O and larger memory and storage for business
database applications, and so on.

– System/360 hit 100 orders in 4 months.
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History of Compatibility in Computers, cont.

• This not only created a large market for IBM, but also opened the door to
plug-compatible manufacturers, who could not produce a whole competitive
computer, but did produce better or cheaper components.
– Amdahl (US) and Hitachi and Fujitsu (Japan) went so far as to produce

complete compatible hardware that ran OS/360 and application software.

• Apple popularized the personal computer with the Apple II (largely aided by
Dan Bricklin’s invention of the electronic spreadsheet), but again IBM
created several large markets with the open architecture of the IBM PC,
spawning both a huge software industry as well as the “clone”
manufacturers, and many innovative peripherals.

• Today such open architectures are the rule, although typically they are
protected by “patent pools” of the IP rights of several companies.
– Consider standards like WiFi, Bluetooth, and USB (to name only those

familiar to consumers).
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Adoption with network externalities

• Describe the situation with a simple game:

New Old
New α, α γ, δ

Old δ, γ β, β

Table 1: Static technology adoption game

where the network externalities are indicated by the parameters α > γ,
α > δ, β > γ, and β > δ (that is, matched technology is always better than
mismatched technology for both players).

• Two inefficient equilibria can arise:
Excess inertia α > β but (Old, Old) is observed.
Excess momentum α < β but (New, New) is observed.
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Concrete instances

• With the constraints on the parameters, it is approximately a game of pure
coordination, with the equilibria described later.

• Without the constraints, it is a generalized game of coordination, where
there is a social benefit if both players play the “right” strategy. (Normally
in game theory we associate “right” with “equilibrium,” or sometimes
“efficient.” Here the meaning is stronger: “efficient and fair.”)

• This schema fits both the game of pure coordination (left) and the prisoners’
dilemma (right):

New Old
New 4, 4 0, 0

Old 0, 0 1, 1

New Old
New 4, 4 0, 5

Old 5, 0 1, 1

Table 2: Two generalized coordination games
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Solutions

• It is easy to solve these games.

Pure coordination • By process of elimination, both mismatched cases are
not equilibrium: both players want to deviate.

• It doesn’t matter that if they both deviate at the same time, they end up
mismatched in disequilibrium again. This is the “best response (or
Cournot) dynamic,” but it is a poor algorithm for finding solutions.
Alternating Cournot works in this case, but not necessarily in others.

• The two matched cases are both strict equilibria.
• The equations for the mixed strategy equilibrium have a unique solution,

also an equilibrium.
• The (New, New) equilibrium is “good,” the others are “bad.”

Prisoners’ dilemma • Old is a strictly dominant strategy for both players, so
the (Old, Old) equilibrium is unique.

• It’s “bad,” in fact, the worst possible.
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Stories

• More important than solving games and assessing their equilibria is “telling
stories” about how those payoffs might come to be.

• Both example games are symmetric, so we tell the story from the point of
view of one. The other is derived by exchanging the strategies and payoffs.
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Stories

Pure coordination Here, we are probably looking at consumers of the
technology. The basic benefits of the two variants are similar, so γ = δ = c,
and for convenience of computation we set c = 0. Of course we could just
add c to all parameters, get the same basic schema, and it would have the
same equilibria.
Then we suppose the New variant of the technology has better
communication capabilities, or potentially attracts more users, giving higher
network externality benefits.

Prisoners’ dilemma How can we tell this story?
We need to look at the other side of the market. This is a case of the
network providers who can adopt new technology.
But how is it that the Old variant can have higher payoffs in competition
with the New? Note that New has lower payoffs in competition with Old
than sticking with Old. So perhaps in competition Old is attracting all the
customers away from New (New probably starts smaller), and ends up as a
(near-) monopolist. Metcalfe’s Law justifies the huge payoff.
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Homework #5

Due: December 1, 2022 at 11:00. Submit to turnbull@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
with Subject: Homework #5 0AL0200/01CN901.

In class, we discussed how the game of pure coordination and the prisoners’
dilemma could be interpreted as models of technology adoption in markets with
network externalities. Now let’s consider the asymmetric game battle of the
sexes, with payoffs

New Old
New 4, 1 0, 0

Old 0, 0 1, 4

Table 3: Battle of the sexes
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1. What are the “good” and “bad” outcomes of this game?

2. How is this game similar to the game of pure coordination?

3. How is this game different from the game of pure coordination?

4. Is it useful to compare this game to the prisoners’ dilemma? If so, what
lessons do you draw from the comparison? If not, why isn’t it useful for
comparison?

5. What are the equilibria of this game?

6. “Tell a story” about how these payoffs might arise if two end users of the
technology are playing the game.

7. “Tell a story” about how these payoffs might arise if two providers of the
technology are playing the game.

Note: your answer to the last two questions may be “I can’t tell a sensible story.”
If so, describe your difficulty.
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Dynamic technology adoption model

This analysis follows Oz Shy, The Economics of Network Industries.

• Technology evolves (improves) over time: value to users of best known
technology at time t is Tt (not including network externalities).

• Value to users of technology actually in use at time t is Vt.

• Overlapping generations model to provide exogenous inertia. Users choose
technology when young and are “locked in” when old. Note that this means
that old users are dummy players who have no interesting choices to make,
and we interpret Tt and Vt to be lifetime payoffs.

• Network externalities may cause users to keep old technology, so that

Vt =

{
Tt if adopt new
Vt−1 if keep old

and Vt can be equivalent to Tt−s for “large” s.

• However, the choice is always Vt−1 versus Tt since Tt > Tt−s for s > 0.
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Network externalities in the dynamic model

• As usual network externalities depend on user population. Nt is the
population of the generation which is young at time t.
– This implies that the population of the old generation at time t is Nt−1.

• A somewhat general specification of utility is

Ut =

{
u(Tt, Nt) if t adopts Tt

u(Vt−1, Nt +Nt−1) if t keeps Vt−1

• Generation t user adopt Tt if u(Tt, Nt) ≥ u(Vt−1, Nt +Nt−1).

• An important determinant of adoption is whether technology and network
size are complements or substitutes in consumption: does the marginal
utility of better technology increase or decrease with larger network size?
– We look at the extreme cases of perfect complements and perfect

substitutes to see how it affects the adoption decision.
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Notes

• Generations need not be in terms of the human life cycle. It might also be in
terms of the corporate investment cycle, or the life of a technology.
– Take care with the “life of technology” interpretation: obsolescence is

somewhat endogenous.

• Shy’s analysis is inaccurate in general: lifetime payoffs should depend on the
choice of the next generation due to network externalities.
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The case of complements

• We look at the extreme case of perfect complements, where
u(T,N) = min{T,N}.

• The technology choice doesn’t actually depend on Tt!
1. If Vt−1 ≤ Nt, the young at t will choose the new technology to get

u(Tt, Nt) = min{Tt, Nt} ≥ Vt−1 = min{Vt−1, Nt +Nt−1} =

u(Vt−1, Nt +Nt−1).
2. If Vt−1 > Nt, the young receive u(Vt−1, Nt +Nt−1) =

min{Vt−1, Nt +Nt−1} > Nt = min{Tt, Nt} = u(Tt, Nt).

• We call Case 2 the technology stagnation case. If population is stable, you
surely reach that case, and stay there forever after.
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The case of substitutes

• Preferences under perfect substitutes are additive, where u(T,N) = T +N .

• Comparing the two possibilities for the young generation, we have
u(Tt, Nt)− u(Vt−1, Nt +Nt−1) = (Tt +Nt)− (Vt−1 +Nt +Nt−1) =

(Tt − Vt−1)−Nt−1, and the young generation will choose the new technology
when the benefit to changing technology is greater than the external benefits
from the old generation.

• Since technology is assumed to strictly improve over time, even if in one
period it doesn’t overcome the network externality, eventually it does. At
that point, the technology may jump several generations.
– Consider the widely deprecated Windows ME and Windows Vista

editions of Microsoft Windows.
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Technology duration under perfect substitutes

• The duration of a technology is the time from adoption to becoming obsolete
(replaced by a new technology).

• For simplicity, assume population is constant: Nt = N , for all t.

• Assume technology improves linearly: Tt = λt.

• The current technology (giving Vt−1) was adopted at some time s, and
Vt−1 = λs.

• Thus, the adoption decision is made when Tt − Vt−1 = λt− λs ≥ N , and the
duration is ∆ = t− s = N/λ. (Technically, it should be the ceiling of ∆,
which is the smallest integer greater than or equal to ∆.

• The concept of lock-in may be defined in this context as follows: If
increasing N leads to an increase in technology duration, lock-in due to
network externalitiesis present.

• In overlapping generations models like this one, lock-in is always present.
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Homework #6

Due: December 1, 2022 at 11:00. Submit to turnbull@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
with Subject: Homework #6 0AL0200/01CN901.

Recall Shy’s overlapping generations model of technology adoption, where the
whole generation decides when young which technology to use, and keeps it when
old. In general, you would expect each generation to anticipate the next
generation’s choice, which would affect their valuations via network externalities
when old.

Tell a “story” about how the network externalities of the old generation might be
zero, so that Shy’s analysis is correct in assuming that Tt and Vt are independent
of next the generation’s choice.
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Network Flow Problems

• From the pure network externality of cellphones and the Internet, we turn to
a congestion externality on a network.

• Congestion is a familiar concept: too many users of a facility impose time
costs (at a bridge or tollgate, for example) or degraded quality (pollution).

• First we look at the no congestion case.
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No Congestion Case

• We use a network model of a weighted graph, where each link has a number
associated with it. The generic term is “weight,” but we will interpret it as
capacity.
– Both directed and undirected graphs are useful. Directed graphs are used

in controlled situations of production, such as an oil refinery, and for
automobile traffic. Undirected graphs are used in situations such as the
effect of tsunamis on river systems.

• Each link has a variable flow associated with it. If the graph is undirected, it
may be negative. If directed, it must be positive. The capacity is the upper
limit on the absolute value of the flow through the link.

• Two kinds of analysis are done:
– Maximum flow (logistics, transportation and communication networks),

where the demand is given.
– Actual flow (transportation planning, flood prevention), where the supply

is given.
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Network Flow Example

“0” and “1” are the labels for
the source and the sink (In
general there could be
several of each.) The link
weights are capacities. The
problem is to maximize flow
from 0 to 1. In this simple
example it’s easy to see that
the upper path can handle
min{40, 30} and the lower
min{20, 45}, for a total
maximum flow of 50.
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Linear Programming Solution

This optimization
can be analyzed as a
linear programming
problem (LP).
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Transform the Network Flow Problem to LP

1. For each node, there is a constraint that the difference between the sum of
flows into that node and the sum of flows out of that node equals zero.

2. For each internal link i, add two constraints on link flow xi: xi ≤ wi and
xi ≥ 0 (directed graph) or xi ≥ −wi (undirected graph).

3. The object is to Maximize the sum of flows into the sink, 1.
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Fundamental Theorems

Assuming the graph of the network is connected,

1. Because the number of equality constraints is not greater than the number of
links (flow variables), and the variable limits are non-empty, the constraint
set is always non-empty.

2. A variant of the simplex method solves the problem efficiently.
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The Braess Paradox

• We now consider a game on a network which leads to the paradoxical result
that adding capacity to a network can cause it to have lower flow in
equilibrium.

• This requires congestion in the links.
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Congestion

• Congestion is a familiar concept: too many users of a facility impose time
costs (at a bridge or tollgate, for example) or degraded quality (pollution).
– We typically model this as a cost to each user based on the total number

of users:
Ui(n) = vi − cin

which is very similar to the model leading to Metcalfe’s law, except that
the coefficient on n is negative.

– In some cases (e.g., pollution) it’s useful to consider the users’ quantity
choices as well:

Ui(q) = vi(qi)− ci

n∑
j=0

qj .
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Latency

• In the network flow problems we solved by linear programming, the
capacities are given, and the “liquid” automatically flows from the source(s)
into the network and out to the sink(s) at rates up to the maximum.

• We did not consider how long it takes to get from a source to a sink. This
parameter is called latency.

• In a production context, we often trade latency for capacity. By waiting a
while for output, we may be able to increase throughput.

• This will increase the rate of output once the process gets started, and this is
the foundation of the economies of scale due to “continuous process
production” technologies.
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The Braess Example

• In consumption (e.g., streaming videos or commuting to school or work) we
care about latency. This drives Braess’s example.

• There is road network used by 4000 drivers to get from A to B.

• There are two routes, one via C and one via D. A → C and D → B are
high-capacity highways that take 45 minutes regardless of traffic.

• C → B and A → D are bridges of small capacity such that the time to cross
increases with the number of cars trying to cross the bridge. We denote the
number of cars crossing A to D and continuing to B (path ADB) as x, and
the number starting at A, then crossing C to arrive at B (path ACB) as y.
The bridges have the same capacity, and the time to cross is the same: x/100
for ADB, and y/100 for ACB.
– We’ll see later why we name the paths rather than the links. It’s a

notational convenience.
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Braess Example Network

Here’s a diagram of
the network.
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Nash Equilibrium

• We want each driver to choose a route (path) that minimizes her travel time.

• Then we have one constraint: x+ y = 4000, and two travel time formulæ:
time(ADB) = 45 + x/100 and time(ACB) = y/100 + 45.
– Suppose x > y. Then time(ADB) > time(ACB), and some of the drivers

will want to change route from ADB to ACB. The opposite is true if
y > x.
* This is true for x = 4000 or y = 4000, no “corner” equilibria.
So the equilibrium share is x = y.

– Then 4000 = x+ y = 2x, so x = y = 2000.
– This makes sense for society, as it has the smallest maximum travel time

over all commuters. In fact everybody takes the same amount of time:
45 + 2000/100 = 65 minutes.
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The Paradox

• Now suppose that a new bridge of very high capacity is built between D and
C. It takes 0 time to cross the bridge. (Relaxing this unrealistic assumption
will be a homework problem.)
– There are three routes: A to D to B (taken by x drivers), A to C to B

(taken by y drivers), and A to D to C to B crossing all three bridges
(taken by z drivers).
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The Paradox Network

Here’s a diagram of
the network
inducing the
paradox.
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Equilibrium in the Paradox

• The ”everybody goes to work” constraint is x+ y + z = 4000.
– time(ADB) = (x+ z)/100 + 45, time(ACB) = (y + z)/100 + 45, and

time(ADCB) = (x+ z)/100 + (y + z)/100.
– Suppose x > 0. Then time(ADCB) < time(ADB), and some of those

drivers will want to switch from ADB to ADCB. This is true for *any*
x > 0, so the only equilibrium x is x = 0. Similarly, equilibrium y is y = 0.

– time(ADB) = time(ACB) = 85 minutes, time(ADCB) = 80 minutes!
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Homework #7

Due: December 1, 2022 at 11:00. Submit to turnbull@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
with Subject: Homework #7 0AL0200/01CN901.

Consider the following variants on the Braess model.

1. Consider the original network flow problem (without the new bridge), but
with asymmetric capacities for the bridges: the time to cross C → B is
longer: y/80. Is there an equilibrium? If so, what is it? If not, why not?

2. Generalize the formula for equilibrium in part 1 to the case where the time
to cross A → D is αx and to cross C → B is βy. Ignore boundary conditions
(α and β are “too different” for the formula to work).

3. Discuss the boundary conditions for the formula in part 2.
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4. In the three-bridge network, formulate the relevant equations when, instead
of labelling paths with traffic levels, we label links with traffic levels:
A → D: x

C → B: y

D → C: z

A → C: u

D → B: v

Compare this notation with the notation used in class. Which

is easier to solve? Which provides more information, or are they the same?
You can save yourself a lot of annoyance by choosing appropriate notation!
You’re also likely to make your readers (including advisors and examiners!)
happier.

5. Realistically, bridges take time to cross. Suppose in the three-bridge problem
it takes one minute to cross the bridge D → C. How does the equilibrium
change?

6. Is there a cost (in minutes) to crossing D → C large enough so that no
driver will use that bridge in equilibrium? If so, what is the smallest such
time? What are the equilibria for slightly smaller times?
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Graphs of real networks

• These examples are taken from Ch. 1 and 2 of Easley and Kleinberg.

• Some of these networks are very personal, but some have global impact.

• They show a wide variety of networks.
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Transportation networks I: Subway

This is a subway map.
We’re all familiar with
this kind of network.
The edges are hard to
see. Each station is a
node, and each pair of
neighboring stations
on a line is connected
by an undirected edge.
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Transportation networks II: Airline

This is an airline map.
Not as familiar as the
subway map, but the
edges are very easy to
see. Where subways
are organized as lines,
airlines tend to be
organized as
hub-and-spoke
networks.
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Homework #8

Due: December 1, 2022 at 11:00. Submit to turnbull@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
with Subject: Homework #8 0AL0200/01CN901.

1. Why do you think railroads adopt line networks, while airlines use
hub-and-spoke networks?

2. Do you see any other important differences between the subway’s network
and the airline’s network?
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Network variety I: Dependency

This is a dependency
network. In the case
of college courses,
often you must take
one course before your
take another. The
later course depends
on the earlier course.
Textbooks sometimes
draw a dependency
graph of chapters.
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Network variety II: Mechanical

This network is
mechanical. The joints
are nodes and the
supports are edges.
The force of gravity is
neutralized by the
network structure of
the supports.
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Network display: Physical

This is a mostly scale
map of the early
Internet (the
ARPAnet in 1970).
What isn’t to scale in
this image?
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Network display: Abstract

This is an abstraction
(from geography) to a
graph of the ARPAnet
map. By relocating
the nodes, it allows us
to get rid of all the
intersections of edges,
which makes the
network structure
clear. (Can you draw
a graph such that no
matter how you
relocate the nodes,
some edges must
cross?)
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Network display: Search

This is another
abstract depiction.
The previous image is
sort of “Picasso’s
version” of the
geographical map.
This one is more
practical: it shows the
order (labeled “level”)
in which the nodes
would be visited in
breadth-first search.
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Social networks: Word of mouth

This network shows
how a large group of
people emailed each
other about a manga.
Why do you think
some of the nodes are
a different color? Do
you know the name
for the pink ones?
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Social networks: Disease

This network shows
the relationship
among the people who
were diagnosed with
tuberculosis in one
outbreak.
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Homework #9

Due: December 1, 2022 at 11:00. Submit to turnbull@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
with Subject: Homework #9 0AL0200/01CN901.

1. What do you think the different colors in the disease network mean?

2. What do you think the links among nodes in the disease network mean? Be
careful: consider the row of six nodes between the large cluster in the center,
and the cluster above it.

3. What is the common name for the black nodes in the disease network?

4. Both the word of mouth network and the disease network are social
networks: they are generated by human behavior in groups. What
differences do you see between the shapes of their graphs? How do you
explain each contrast?
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Basic notions of networks

• Network structure is described using graphs.
– Networks often have additional properties attached to them.

• Graphs consist of
– nodes, also called objects, which may be interpreted in many ways, e.g.,

people or places, and
– links, usually called arrows in directed graphs, which represent

relationships of various kinds. Links are also often called edges.
– Additional properties of networks may be attached to either nodes or

links.
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Basic types of graphs

• Graphs may be restricted to zero or one link between each node (the usual
case, and there is no special term for this case), or may have zero or more
links. To distinguish from the usual case, this is called a multigraph.

• Links may be automatically symmetric, which is call an undirected graph, or
they may be in principle asymmetric, called a directed graph.
– In a directed graph, even if not a multigraph, there may be two links

between a pair of nodes, going in opposite directions.

• A graph with numerical property attached to each link is called a weighted
graph, and one with a qualitative property attached to each link is called a
colored graph.
– There is no particular name for graphs with properties attached to nodes.

Graph structure is defined by the links, so attaching properties to nodes
is not very useful in graph theory.
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Basic structures in graphs

• A path in a graph is a sequence of links, each of which shares an endpoint
with its next link.

• In a directed graph, path usually means a directed path, in which each pair of
links is connected head to tail. But in discussions of “connectedness,” path
means an undirected path.

• When A and B are the endpoints of a path p, we say “A and B are
connected by p.” If A is the tail and B is the head of a directed path p, we
say “B is reachable from A via p.”

• The length of a path is the number of links in the path.

• A cycle is a path where each node can be considered to be both the
beginning and the end of the path. A cycle of length 1 is called a loop.

• A simple path is a path that contains no cycles.
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Connectedness

• Two nodes are connected if there is an undirected path from one to the other.

• A set of nodes is connected if for each node in the set there is a path to every
other node in the set.

• A set of nodes is a connected component if (1) the set is connected, and (2)
no node in the set is connected to a node not in the set. More concisely, it is
a maximal connected set.
– “Connected component” is often shortened to just “component.” There is

no other kind.

• A connected graph consists of a single connected component. A disconnected
graph contains more than one component.

• In social and economic networks, we often observe the phenomenon of a
single giant component, even if the graph is technically disconnected because
of some tiny components or solitary nodes.
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Betweenness

• A node A is pivotal for B and C if it lies on every shortest path between B

and C.

• A node A is a gatekeeper for B and C if it lies on every path between B and
C.

• A node A is a local gatekeeper for neighbors B and C if there is no link
between B and C.
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Bridges

• A bridge is a link if deleting it would cause its component to become
disconnected.

• A local bridge is a link such that deleting it increases the distance between
its endpoints to more than two, or is a bridge.

• The span of a local bridge is the length of the shortest alternative route
between its endpoints.
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Distance

• The distance between two nodes is the length of the shortest path connecting
them. (This path is necessarily a simple path, and need not be unique.)

• By convention, the distance from a node to itself is defined by the empty
path which starts and ends at the node and contains no links. The distance
therefore is 0. (Note: there is a different empty path for each node.)

• The diameter of a component is the maximal distance taken over all pairs of
nodes in the component.
– The diameter of a disconnected graph doesn’t exist: the distance between

nodes in different components is undefined. (There is no “shortest path”
if there is no path at all.)

– The diameter of connected sets of nodes that aren’t components isn’t
useful. It’s unclear what to do with paths that go outside the component.
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Breadth-First Search: Start

Breadth-first search is an
efficient algorithm to (1)
determine the distance
from one node to another,
and (2) determine all
distances between all
pairs of nodes.
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Breadth-First Search: First Neighbor
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Breadth-First Search: All Neighbors
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Breadth-First Search: All Distance=2 Nodes

At distance = 2, all nodes
have been found. This
implies that if a target
node exists, it has been
found.
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Quantitive Analysis of Graphs

• To do economics, we need to compare values. Generally we want to make
marginal comparisons, trading a little of one value for some of another, until
we achieve balance. So we need to have quantitive measures of values. What
can we measure in graphs?

• We start with undirected graphs with at most one link between objects.

• We have considered the star graph with a special central node that can be
used to model a market, and the complete graph that underlies Metcalfe’s
quantitative model of “network externalities.”
– In these special graphs, we count the number of links or the number of

nodes to determine value. In economics we often transform these values
by a cost or utility function.

• Real information networks have many properties that depend on the exact
configuration of links.
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Connected Graphs

• A set of nodes in a graph is connected if for all nodes x and y in the set there
is an undirected path from x to y.
– A graph is connected if the set of all nodes is connected.

* Note: in a directed graph, the nodes need not be linked head to tail.
The graph may be connected even though there are pairs of nodes with
no path between them.

* Example: every path, considered as a subgraph, is connected.
– A set of nodes is strongly connected if it (1) is connected and (2) has no

link which if removed the graph is no longer connected.

* Example: Every cycle is strongly connected. Remove any link, but its
nodes are still connected “the long way around!”
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Triadic Closure

• We can start considering “completeness” in a non-trivial way when we have
at least three nodes.
– We typically ignore loops in information networks—you don’t need to tell

yourself what you already know.
– With only two nodes, you can define completeness, but it’s not very

interesting. If the graph is incomplete, it has no connections!

• In fact, it’s useful to look at all the connected subsets of exactly three nodes
in a graph, which gives the idea of triadic closure.
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Triadic closure: definition

• Consider three nodes in a graph. If A is connected to B and B is connected
to C, is ABC is the shortest path between A and C?

• In social situations, there is the phenomenon of introduction: when A knows
B and B knows C, it is common that B introduces A to C, creating a new
link from A to C.

• Triadic closure refers to both the process of creating a triangle (e.g., via
introduction), and to a state where three nodes and their links form a
triangle.

• The clustering coefficient of a node is the fraction of pairs of neighbors of the
node which are neighbors of each other. It measures the amount of triadic
closure around the node.

• We can also consider the fraction of all triads that are closed in the whole
graph (or in any connected component), but this is not so interesting.
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Triadic closure: whole graph
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Triadic closure: subgraph
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